Ml!!gnet tt:del '!'be analysis reported here relied upon the use of the .agnet .odeling code POISSCIf, and its related opt:illl1zatial code MIRT.
A great deal of care was tala!n to set up the model to :insure accuracy in the calculatia1S.
'!'be total ruaber of node points was near the maxi.DuD allONec1. Fig. 2 shcNs the mesh in the aperture, and coil regial.
The integratien arc used to canpIlte the harmcnic field coefficients is defined by 48 equally spaced points en a radius of 1.0 em. "r.1e IIII!Sh NIS constructed such that the integration points correspcni to mesh node points; this insures greatest accuracy for the calculatien of the field at these points, since no interpolatien is required at node points. am b 4
• The tree variables tere tMO of the three currents; the third current, the largest of the three frcm the initial evaluation, was held fixed.
In general, since the total a -a n n a! 3 1 a -a n n 
